What Does It Take? – Jr Walker (Buddy Miles)
(Key of F, 110 BPM) – revised (end) 2/3/15

I  (Gm7/D /G)-2X (FM7/C /F)-2X

C Sax solo – b/u vocals:
“Bah, bah, bah-dah, bah-dah... ooh-ahh...”

V1 “What does it take, (what does it take), to win your love...”
[(Gm7/D /G)-2X (FM7/C /F)-2X]-2X
(Gm7/C /G)-2X (FM7/C , /F-E D) (C)

V1 (same) “What does it take, (what does it take), to win...”

C (same) Sax solo – b/u vocals “Bah, bah, bah-dah, bah-dah...”

V2 (same) “I tried, I tried, I tried, I tried, in every way I...”

Sax solo [(Gm7/D /G)-2X (FM7/C /F)-2X]-to cue

C (same) Sax solo – b/u vocals “Bah, bah, bah-dah...”

V1 (same) “What does it take, (what does it take), to win...”

C (same) Sax solo – b/u vocals “Bah, bah, bah-dah...”

Outro Sax solo - b/u vocals “Bah, bah, bah-dah, bah-dah...”

[(Gm7/D /G)-2X (FM7/C /F)-2X]-2X
(Gm7/D /G)-2X (C, C, rit: C, C) (Gm7)-hold